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Dad 1952 Beach

Youth Team 1976
Quiz – Where is this taken?
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Eliminate Silos
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Italy - 1983

Puerto Rico
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USE OF THE COURT WITHOUT USE OF THE BALL GOING OVER THE NET IS PROHIBITED
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FUN – World Games for Special Olympics

Teaching=
Coaching=
Parenting

GAMELIKE

Performance over Outcome
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CONTACTS PER HOUR – Chumash, Futsal, Karch & Misty May

Wired Magazine – Unstructured PLAY – Random vs. Blocked

Speed first, Accuracy Second

Rio de Janerio Kids Beach 2007
How many great teachers have you had?

How many of you can remember a hurtful thing said/done by a coach or teacher?

Words that come to mind?

Give Them Empowering Nicknames

How many kids warm up for recess?
The Game Teaches the Game
To be a Better Player, Coach
Music Teacher Actions
I Taught my Dog to Whistle – Coaching is about Effect
"A human being should be able to change a diaper, plan an invasion, butcher a hog, conn a ship, design a building, write a sonnet, balance accounts, build a wall, set a bone, comfort the dying, take orders, give orders, cooperate, act alone, solve equations, analyze a new problem, pitch manure, program a computer, cook a tasty meal, fight efficiently, die gallantly. Specialization is for insects." -- Lazarus Long (Robert Heinlein)

6-6, 6-3, Circulation
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- From Positive to Perfect
- Regression to the mean
- Topolino
- Don’t Say Don’t
- Do or Do Not, there is no Try - Yoda
What do you coach?

Competition – Latin from Strive Together

Winners Stay on – Vision of a Champion

Mistakes are simply another opportunity to teach

Doug Beal coaching son at Jr Olympic Championships
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- Gamelike Training & Motor Skill Research
- Training is Specific—how did you learn to ride a bike?
- Citius, Altius, Fortius – Better Yourself and the Ball

Kessel Kids playing on wood chips in Alaska
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- fi yuo cna raed tihs, yuo hvae a sgtrane mnid too. Can yuo raed tihs? Olny 55 plepoe out of 100 can.

i cdnuolt blveiee taht I cluod aulaclty uesdnatnrhd waht I was rdanieg. The phaonmneal pweor of the hmuan mnid, aoccdrnig to a rscheearch at Cmabrigde Uinervtisy, it dseno't mtaetrin waht oerdr the ltteres in a wrod aer, the olny iproamntnt tihng is taht the frsit and lsat ltteer be in the rghit pclae. The rset cna be a taotl mses and you can sitll raed it whotuit a pboerlm. Tihs is bcuseae the huamn mnid deos nto raed ervey lteter by istlef, but the wrod as a wlohe.

- Azanmig huh?
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Whole – not Part

Cake – 2 raw eggs, flour, ½ cup of vegetable oil, sugar

FIVB Centennial Study

Coaching Radar/ Ideal Coach

Back yard VB over rope
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Teach Leadership
- Water bottle maze walk
- Laminated Quote puzzles
- Teammate on a Stick

How many does it take to build this classroom?
What level of training?
How many to destroy it?

Father Son Doubles in Vail on Father’s Day
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You must teach your program culture as much as X’s and O’s

BE CONSISTENT

Kids don’t Care how much you Know, until they know how much you care…

Trinidad Tobago National Team players coaching school kids
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The Huge Difference between Growing up and Growing older

Teach them to find the opportunity in change

Use Pattern Interruption

Nepal VB w/ Everest
The Strongest Muscle is the Heart – Learn to grind away, for it does not know tactics or systems, only indefatigable spirit. IOA Videos

Hustle Beats Talent, when Talent does not Hustle

Mr. Toyoda & FIVB Tech/Coach Commission
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- Coaches set limits - K, how many artists, 6th how many

- Competitive cauldron - Monarch of the court, Wired – Unstructured Play – Cooperative scoring – best of 3 scoring, draft rank

- Teach the non-dominant hand - goals, attitude, serve, effort, communication, conditioning

13 & under Libero passing
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Kids at the Center

Hollywood Stars

Uniqueness of VB

Partner Passing Eliminates Decisions

USAV Library turned into balloon VB match

1-64 to Waves and “C” Divisions
Sometimes you are the Windshield, and Sometimes you are the Bug

What are the Six Things a VB Player can Control?

Warm ups at Jr Tourney
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Women Bond to Battle, Men Battle to Bond

Net up, Girls watch, Boys play – culture of play

How Many Beach VB Coaches do you know?
We are wired for stories = Fact the king and queen died; Story, the queen died and the king died of a broken heart

Reading, not Technique - A Man Watching
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1996 Paralympics Crowd Participation

I hear, I forget; I see, I remember; I do, I understand
Bump, set ... sit?

Bonni Ahrens, 13, right, daughter of Priscilla and Miguel Ahrens, hits the ball to Mindy Morris, 10, left, daughter of Kathy and Gary Morris, as Mandi Sayrillo, 11, daughter of Teri and Mark Sayrillo, awaits her turn next to Craig Lenniger of USA Volleyball. Lenniger instructed the group at Miller Middle School in Durango Saturday. Lenniger and several other instructors were in town for a Nike volleyball clinic, sponsored by Girl Scouts of Chaparral Council, attended by nearly 150 girls ages 10-14.
USA Sitting Team training – have classes experience over a rope
Gym Traditions/Negative Errors to Eliminate

GPS ball cart, slapping a ball, coach tossing, players tossing, serve and watch, tip training at net, ducking under net, shadow blocking, vertical targets, wall spiking, peppering, passing center, setter tight/setting tight,
Thank you, Gracias, Grazie and many other ways to say thank you for coaching and let's share school volleyball ideas online from this point forward.

john.kessel@usav.org